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A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE: ON THE EDGES OF THOUGHT 

         Edward Casey 

     

Meanwhile I call from a verge… 
George Quasha, “pre names the program to optimize”  

(Things Done For Themselves, 21)1 

    

Poetry and Principle: are these not incompossible? Isn’t a poem 

utterly unique, a one-time event, both as created and as read? Whereas a 

principle is, by any usual criterion, general: true in many cases, at least all 

those which the principle superintends, clarifies, structures. In this highly 

original text — itself a unique event of original thinking — George Quasha 

opens not just with paradox but with what appears to be an outright 

contradiction: poetry/in principle. A contradiction indeed… unless it turns 

out that poetry is something more than a discrete happening, and if 

principle itself proves to be other than unmitigatedly general. It is just this 

radical re-reading of poetry and principle alike and in relation to each 

other that Quasha offers to us in this highly condensed trio of essays, each 

of which bristles with brilliance and all of which contribute to a radical re-

interpretation of poetry and principle alike — and of much else besides.  

  My earliest memory of Quasha was at a Buddhist retreat in 

western Massachusetts. He was kneading the backs of anyone willing to let 

                                                        
1 (East Rockaway, N.Y.: Marsh Hawk Press, 2015) 
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him do so. He was doing so with a special intensity that intrigued as well 

as puzzled me: was this the time and place for physical therapy? But 

friends of mine were gladly receiving George’s ministrations, and were 

evidently grateful for them. Little did I know that whatever actual 

therapeutic effect may then have been happening, something else was at 

stake. It was a matter of principle…. Just as poetry and principle are thrust 

together in Quasha’s thinking, so the healing of bodies by touch also occurs 

by way of principle: in both cases, we have to do with what Plato called an 

“indefinite dyad” (ahoristos dyas): like and unlike, odd and even, same and 

different. 

       I 

 

We encounter this dyad first of all in what Quasha calls “healing 

poetics.” These two words themselves are oxymoronic when put together: 

how can healing — which has to do with concrete issues of health and 

well-being — relate to poetics, which spells out the infrastructure of 

poetic discourse and appears to have nothing to do with lived bodies and 

their health? And yet Quasha, against all odds, demonstrates that 

subtending both of these domains is the axial principle, which 

“understands bodymind phenomena as self-regulating and self-

organizing.”2 Derived from Quasha’s long-time immersion in t’ai chi — 

where what matters is refusing to combat the other directly — Quasha 

maintains that the same axial principle, properly inflected, is also 

operative in quite various arts, including poetry, drawing and painting, 

music, and sculpture. In each case, from healing to sculpting, the axiality is 

at work in a process of  “transitive mirroring” in which the artist or healer 

                                                        
2 Poetry in Principle: page number references to the forthcoming edition have been removed 
from this online version; consequently footnote numbering will be different in the printed 
version. 
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refuses to stop at the surface of the art work or the skin of the other, 

instead going through the surface to the other side. Quasha invokes the 

scene in Cocteau’s Orphée in which Orpheus is shown “passing through his 

‘reflection’ to its otherwhere.” In contrast with Lacan’s mirror stage — in 

which the child is arrested at the surface of the mirror and identifies with 

a literally superficial image — here the artist and the healer alike eschew 

the temptation to collapse into what is literally seen or touched, and 

instead allow themselves to merge with the larger environment in an 

action of ecoproprioception in which one’s self-perception is “non-separate 

from environment.” 

  But still: what can hands-on bodywork have to do with hands-off 

poetry? Everything — understood at the right level. The ingredient 

principle adumbrates this level in the guise of an invisible axis around 

which circulate apparent incompatibilities that the axis itself, invisible and 

intangible as such, renders compatible and mutually reinforcing. When 

Quasha as bodyworker helps himself and others to find their invisible 

corporeal core, or when he puts together groups of stones by finding the 

exactly right if precarious level of balance that allows each group to stand 

on its own, the operative principle effects a co-inherence not just between 

discrete stones or within disparate human bodies but between the two 

apparently unrelated circumstances themselves. Bodies and stones — as 

well as poetic words and theatrical performances — coil around the same 

axis. 3 

  A principle such as the axial principle, then, does not just 

adjudicate between competing instances and apparent counter-instances 

but actively renders compossible what is presented as incompatible or 

                                                        
3 See George Quasha, Axial Stones: An Art of Precarious Balance (Berkeley: North Atlantic 
Books, 2006). Note that the Prologue to this volume already discusses the principles of 
“open axis,” “liminality,” and “configuration.” 
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unrelated to begin with. A principle does not order from above as on a 

classical metaphysical model — e.g., as in the “Synthetic Principles of Pure 

Understanding” in Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason4 — but renders apparent 

dis- or un-order as ordered from within. Just as reading a dense poem for 

the first time baffles and intrigues the reader, so it yields to an immanent 

sense-making order upon successive readings.5   

In these various ways, Quasha leads us not just to a particular 

principle but to the working principle of principle itself. Thanks to this, 

what is experienced as initially disjunctive and as belonging to distinctly 

different domains (e.g., human body/poetic text/pile of stones/vigorous 

brushstrokes as in Quasha’s axial drawings) is recognized as immanently 

intertangled. This is not a matter of identifying a new and different domain 

— another genus for these various species, as it were — but of showing 

how a tacit reticular structure holds together these divergent phenomena 

from below (von unten: in Karl Jaspers’ term) rather than assembling them 

from above or from without. This is not a formal structure but a dimension 

of sameness that harbors and holds difference as a constitutive feature. As 

Heidegger maintains in “Identity and Difference,” sameness requires 

difference if it is to be as generous and receptive as human experience 

attests — in contrast with identity, which excludes difference by its very 

exclusivity. Likewise, a Quashian principle thrives on difference even as it 
                                                        
4 See Critique of Pure Reason B197-98/A158 – 59. There Kant remarks: “That there should be 
principles at all is entirely due to the pure understanding. For not only is it the faculty of 
rules with regard to that which happens, but [pure understanding] is itself the source of 
principles according to which everything (that can become an object to us) is necessarily 
subject to rules.” (Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. Max Muller, ed. Marcus Weigelt [Penguin, 
2007], p. 189). Key here is the idea of “pure understanding,” which underlies all human 
knowledge and which operates by its own a priori principles. 
5 The book before us starts from Quasha’s own early draw to poetry which he admits he did 
not grasp at first — whether that of Eliot, Stevens or Mac Low  — but which he came to 
realize manifested an inherent Regelmässigkeit that was always there even if it was initially 
as invisible as it was inaudible. 
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collects widely divergent phenomena in the loose sameness of the Indra’s 

net it casts. “Identity is the play of sames,” he writes in one of his recent 

preverbs,6 meaning that identity is a function of sameness rather than the 

other way around as the metaphysics of presence in the West would have 

it. 

  George Quasha is a past master of detecting differences that 

share a principled sameness. This is all the more impressive as he takes us 

to truly eidetic differences that make a difference and are not merely 

analytic or scholastic. A pertinent case in point is the difference between a 

principle and a concept. A concept, literally ‘seizing together’, is an idea 

that draws together related differences and arranges theses end-to-end in 

a single exhaustive spectrum. A concept orders down (down from the 

concept itself) and orders out — out into one homogeneous experiential 

field. It is a controlling term, and leaves little room for the kind of creative 

difference on which poetry and all the arts, as well as healing regarded as 

a non-reiterative mirroring practice, thrive. The aim in conceptual analysis 

is clarity and distinctness — the two criteria of epistemically valid ideas 

for Descartes and much of modern Western thought. Whereas the effect of 

principles in the amplified sense proposed by Quasha is to open up whole 

fields of meaning, fields whose content is characterized by “heterogeneous 

multiplicity” (Bergson) and whose layout is that of “smooth space” 

(Deleuze and Guattari). Quashian principles are at once heterogeneous 

and smooth. 

A field for Quasha is an expansive scene in which difference 

triumphs over identity in the generation of a vital sense of the same. 

Instead of down and out being the primary vectors, the dimensions that 

                                                        
6 From “ending up on the very spot” in Things Done for Themselves, p. 55. 
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matter come from underneath and ramify across eidetic differences, 

linking them in a loose assemblage of diverse directions. 

     

          II 

 

  So far I have been emphasizing the role of principle at stake in 

Poetry in Principle. This role must be set apart from that of deductive and 

metaphysical “principles” that are held to organize experience from above 

— an “above” that is variously labeled as “transcendental” or 

“metaphysical” with an eye to the attainment of certainty and knowledge 

down below under the supervision of these same principles. But principles 

signify not abstractions but concretions — the concretions of immersion 

in matter, whether this be the materiality of the lived body, the layout of 

an environment, or of stones assembled on top of each other, or the 

sublime matter of the poetic text.  

In contrast with the lumen naturale of concepts and categories, 

Quasha takes us into the heart of epistemic darkness by arguing that 

ecoproprioception delivers to us something quite different from facts or 

knowledge or theory: it offers to us the felt truth of experience as it occurs 

in the realm of bodily awareness and poetic sensibility. This truth is a 

material truth; it is the truth of (the) matter. This is a truth that emerges 

only when principle is ingredient in matter itself, whether that of the live 

body in the process of being healed, the “dead” lithic matter of juxtaposed 

stones, or the weightless matter of the poetic text. Just as Kant’s exclusive 

emphasis on the formal a priori structures of knowledge gave way to the 

exploration of a properly material a priori in the work of Scheler, Ingarden, 
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and Dufrenne,7 so Quasha has replaced a formal poetics of the poem and a 

medical ethics of healing with a material poetics of immanent, 

ecoproprioceptive meaning or “felt sense” (in Gendlin’s term)8 that 

animates all such otherwise heterogeneous domains. And other domains 

as well — thanks to the active ingredience of the various principles that 

make possible the unholy alliances to which Quasha points us in Poetry in 

Principle. All of this is a matter of principle indeed, for it exhibits the 

material immanence of principles themselves in diversely disposed realms 

of experience.  

This is so despite the fact that these principles are (in Quasha’s 

provocative phrase) “thinking principles.” They are principles that ingress 

into matter and make it accessible from within – as poetry, sculpture, 

healing, philosophy.9 But this can happen only if we are dealing with 

principles “behind thinking, but also principles engaged in thinking — 

principles themselves seeming to think independently of us.” Principles, in 

other words, link thinking and specific engagements in art and healing; 

they are the metaxu of otherwise disparate domains, their connective 

tissue.  

At the level of experience, the efficacy of principles is due to the 

working of ecoproprioception, defined as “self experienced as other – as 

lived environment.” One basic way this happens is through the lived body 

regarded as “the knowing body” (le corps connaissant in Merleau-Ponty’s 

phrase). Quasha would prefer to say “the thinking body.” For the body, as 

ecoproprioceptive, is said to be a body that “can think outside itself – [it is 
                                                        
7 Phenomenologists Max Scheler (1874-1928), Roman Ingarden (1893-1970), and Mikel 
Dufrenne (1910-1995). 
8 Philosopher and psychotherapist Eugene T. Gendlin (1926-2017) whose work in 
“philosophy of the implicit” and “Focusing” Quasha acknowledges as an influence. 
9 Philosophy has its own poetics, a “poetics of thinking” which, Quasha notes, “makes new 
thinking possible and may even discover new dimensions of the thinkable, beyond all 
categories.”  
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a] self thinking afield… It can think something approaching field 

mindfulness” (his italics). We are here taking mind out of body – not to put 

it in a separate place such as the brain or a separate substantial container 

such as res cogitans provides – but in order to resituate it in field 

phenomena such as the natural environment, the poetic text, the body-to-

be-healed. The binaries of mind vs. body, or self vs. other, are replaced 

with a single spatio-temporal expanse in which I cannot ultimately 

distinguish myself from the field and its contents. It is a matter of a 

liminal space and time whose limits are boundaries rather than borders, 

thresholds rather than walls.10 In regard to art and philosophy alike, “the 

work itself [is] limen.” — where limen is taken as “a sensory threshold, 

hence barely perceptible.” 

Into such space I am invited to enter — to participate.11 The 

participation is not only by way of ritual process, as in participation 

mystique, but by way of an expanded mind that, attaining mindfulness, 

engages matter. And this means in turn to engage principle. For we are 

here in a generous loop whose nodal points include thinking, principle, 

matter, mind, mindfulness, and ecoproprioception. It would be a mistake 

— a mistake of principle — to try to discern any strict hierarchy in this 

set of six terms, just as it would be mistaken to limit the list itself (which 

also includes poetics, healing, text, language, theater, etc.). Quasha is 

taking us far afield. But that is just the point. We must travel far north to 

understand more discerningly what is happening down south, go way 

                                                        
10 As Quasha writes with characteristic force and flair, “There’s an intrinsic liminality here 
between text and environment, page-writing as limen between internal language-music and 
active exterior world — page-space refocusing (self) awareness through surround 
sound/space/linguality. Field mindfulness, proprioceptive field thinking….”  
11 “This special use of participate (not followed by ‘in’) extends the post-Durkheim/Levy-
Bruhl term of Owen Barfield — for experiencing phenomena without separating subject and 
object — to include a willing liminality, a standing between apparent contraries in order to 
openly inquire.” 
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east to determine what’s up in the west. In this journey, there’s no other 

way to go except every which way — if we are to go anywhere other than 

stay at the dead center of literal fact and diremptive dyads…. We must go 

to the edge…. 

       

III 

 

George Quasha, in the liminal text that is Poetry in Principle, takes 

us to the edge: not just to the edge of his own evolving thinking about art 

and healing practices but to the edge of thinking itself. This edge takes 

place most specifically as language, which can be considered the edge of 

thought appearing in words, whether on a printed page of poetry or in a 

theatrical production. The latter emerges as paradigmatic once it is 

considered as “theater of more” — giving us more than we had ever 

expected, not just more spectacle, but more of the non-literal truth of 

things and events, and ultimately more of ourselves in the wake of seeing 

a theatrical performance such as a Noh production. Theater takes place 

literally as a liminal space between performers and audience — a very 

special kind of moving edge in which the audience is invited to 

participate via a common medium of language. “Language,” writes 

Quasha, “holds the center as the very possibility of saying, not 

necessarily, of course, with words, but also with movement, gesture, 

sound — and, at least since Artaud, theatre has remembered itself as a 

language of more than words.”12 As “living language [speaking] for itself,” 

a theatrical performance is the incarnation of “theater thinking.” 

 Despite the peculiar power of theatrical language to incarnate 

                                                        
12 He continues: “Gesture can speak as unambiguously or as ambiguously as words, and the 
meaning-continuum of sound and gesture is as intensive and extensive as words, semantics, 
syntax, rhetoric.” (ibid.) 
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spatial and temporal edges, the edge of edges is principle itself, which 

frames the essay as a whole and to which Quasha fittingly returns in the 

final pages. “That’s the starting point in this inquiry into principle; the 

realization that a principle shows itself in the language by which it is 

thought. And that language has what should be recognized as a poetics.” 

Beyond theater — if there is any such beyond — there is the 

principled work of principle itself. This work cannot be defined as such: 

“A principle can never be defined definitively, because any given 

definition is itself only a manifestation of the principle itself, merely 

appearing to be outside it.”13  

 

   *  *  *  * 

 

In the end, there are three principles at work in art and healing: axial, 

liminal, and configurative: “These three terms comprise both a complex 

principle, as I see it in its tripartite appearance, and a possible (but not 

necessary) sequence in the interrelated way that the principle unfolds in 

experience. They also embody three ultimately inseparable aspects of a 

commitment to principle in art.” Or let us put it this way: the three 

principles are covalent edges of a basic commitment to principle in art. 

This is suggested by Quasha’s claim that “a true manifestation of 

principle, the way I mean it here, is a singularity.” For the ultimate 

singularity is edge itself, which is responsible for presenting a thing, 

person, or event as uniquely itself — as we witness in the case of 

                                                        
13 Nevertheless, Quasha does attempt, with some misgiving, to define principle: 
“Provisionally I would say principle is the basic or essential element determining the 
evident functioning of particular natural phenomena, mechanical processes, or art 
emergence.” I am myself wary of the language of “basic” and “essential element” since this 
gives to principle the kind of epistemic and/or metaphysical priority that Quasha’s own 
deployment of principle dispenses with. As he says himself, “the root principle is open.” 
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distinctive profiles of many kinds.  

 To move to edge is in keeping with Quasha’s own thinking. In the 

penultimate sentence of his ever-exfoliating book, he says expressly that 

“principle thinking” in “its search for a possible poetics, is always turning 

and situating itself within its axis, always playing itself out at the edge, 

and always configuring itself and the reality before it.” Indeed, what is an 

axis but an interior edge around which various phenomena circulate, 

what is a limen but the edge of a threshold, and what is configuration but 

the articulation of the edges of particular things and events? Edge is at 

stake throughout. As Quasha has said elsewhere, “in the self-organizing 

reality everything is always on edge. There is only edge.”14  

This last claim holds especially for what I like to call “thinking on the 

edge.” Modeled on Dogen’s schema of hi-shiryó, this is the path from 

which reflective thinking emerges.15 It is striking that Quasha is himself 

concerned with  “rethinking ‘reflection’ not as static or repetitive but 

rather as a journey out of stasis.”16 For him, the ultimate act of reflection 

is that of thinking (in terms of) principles. Such thinking is a reflecting 

that leads from the edges evident in ecoproprioception to those 

characterizing poetic principles – indeed, to the entire enterprise of 

“principle thinking.” All such principles and precisely such thinking, 

along with the experiential matters to which they give access, are edge 

phenomena — “periphenomena,” as I prefer to call them. When we 

approach principled thinking, we do so by means of the edges of thought 

itself, and it is these very edges that give access to the materialities of the 
                                                        
14 George Quasha, email communication of January 11, 2016. 
15 On hi-shiryó, see Edward S. Casey, The World on Edge (Bloomington: Indiana University 
Press, 2017), Afterward/Forward: “Thinking Edges, Edges of Thinking,” esp. 362-64. 
16 Quasha adds that a renewed sense of reflection “can open [in such] a way that the 
discipline of poiesis/poetics is relevant to healing, and, on the mirror principle, vice versa” 
(ibid.) — and, as he shows subsequently relevant as well to the material textuality of poetry 
and theater. 
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to-be-healed body, the poetic text, barely balanced stones, and theatrical 

performances. It is all a matter of principle in the edge-worlds to which 

George Quasha gives us such ample access in the transformational text 

that lies before you. Open it, take in its splendors, and learn from it – 

learn how to find the place of principled thinking in creative endeavors 

of every imaginable sort. 
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